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OzEmite makes Mighty Aussies
A letter from Dick Smith

I

’m excited to relaunch Dick Smith Foods – a wonderful
range of new products and old favourites – through my
eccentric new Magazine of Forbidden Ideas.
As well as promoting our Aussie products, Forbidden
Ideas, sheds light on issues that are important to all of us
– things like the quality of food we eat, ownership of our
farmlands, the widening gap between rich and poor.
When I started Dick Smith Foods 13 years ago, my aim
was to support Australian farmers and Australian-owned
businesses, so that wealth created here remained here, to
benefit all Australians.
But that wasn’t enough. We also need to look at how we
run our economic system. In the following pages, I highlight
the major challenges we face with the aim of promoting
discussion and positive change.
Most foreign investment has clearly been positive for
Australia. However the forced takeover of iconic Aussie
brands such as Arnotts, where workers are sacked and
substantive wealth is sent out of our country, may not be
advantageous .

Have This In
Your Pantry – It
Could Be Worth

$500

Let’s become Happy Aussie Mites!
After 13 years of development it is with great pleasure that I announce
the launch of OzEmite! I have modelled OzEmite on a true Aussie taste
that I remember when I was a kid – not an American taste. OzEmite is
gluten free and is packed full of vitamins. Unlike our competitor, OzEmite
is not made from spent brewers’ yeast but is made from purpose-grown
yeast based on corn.
And best of all, OzEmite is not only Australian made, but it’s Australian
owned too, so the profits stay here. Surely it’s worth 30c more to support
Australia and have the best quality food for your family.
Read the OzEmite story on page 22
Proudly stocked by Aussie-owned Coles, Woolworths, IGA and Independents

www.dicksmithfoods.com.au

We are indeed fortunate to live in this wonderful country,
but we have to act now to secure the best possible quality
of life for future generations. Even getting the message
out will be difficult, thanks to the concentration of media
ownership in foreign hands. As you’ll read, we’ve got a real
battle on our hands.
With the support of Australian-owned Coles, Woolworths,
IGA and the independents we now present our expanded
food range that is “as Australian as you can get”.
We’ve also introduced a fantastic new range of gift
hampers that bring together gourmet products from some
of Australia’s finest small food companies. They are a great
way of showing that you support the home team.
Yes, it may cost a little more to support the economic
future of our country, our farming communities, and help
with food security. It’s a well-known fact that Australiangrown food is better and is produced to high standards –
and we all know that the cheapest is rarely the best.
I ask for your support in this incredibly important
campaign.
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Buying foreign-grown
peanut butter is nuts!
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A GOOD LIFE
for our KIDS

Each generation should enjoy a quality of
life as good as the preceding generation
Proudly grown in
Kingaroy, Queensland

Have This In
Your Pantry – It
Could Be Worth

$500
 Highest Quality
 ustralian Grown,
 AMade
& Owned
Made
 A= ussie
Lower Food Miles

 Ingredient Traceability
& Profits stay
 JinobsAustralia

Australia. Where the best food in
the world comes from!
We have just 6% of the Australian peanut butter market whilst American-owned
Kraft has 60%, even though they have been importing peanuts from South America.
What’s going on? Surely it’s worth 30c more to have the best for your family.
Born from the rich, red volcanic soil of Queensland’s Kingaroy region comes our
magnificent Australian-grown OZENUTS peanut butter. Rich in flavour and higher in
‘good’ fats, our hi-oliec Australian peanuts are without peer.
Proudly stocked by Aussie-owned Coles, Woolworths, IGA and Independents

www.dicksmithfoods.com.au
Pictured above: Our peanut farm, Kingaroy, Queensland, Australia.

AUSSIE GROWN FOODS

“W

hat’s going wrong,
Dick?”, I am asked.
We see outrageous
extremes all around us. While bank
bosses earn $10 million a year,
Aussie workers are sacked and
small businesses are being closed
down.
The extremely rich build $30
million mansions, while typical
working families are forced into
small flats in high-rise buildings,
abandoning forever the Aussie
dream of owning a home with a
backyard for “free-range” kids.
As the gap between rich
and poor grows, Aussie truckies
and other workers are thrown on
the scrap heap and our farmers
plough crops they can’t sell back
into the ground.
Old-style philanthropists seem
to be disappearing, as the rich give
secretly or not at all.
Meanwhile, the pressure
from mainstream media prevents
our political leaders from openly
discussing that there are limits
to growth.
Yes, “what’s going wrong?”
A very good question.
Surely it’s reasonable to expect
that each generation should enjoy

a quality of life as good as the
preceding generation? Yet our
roads are gridlocked, hospital
waiting times increase and more
of our businesses and productive
farmland are sold off to foreign
interests.
In my view, our problems are
mostly caused by our insatiable
and clearly unsustainable growth
agenda. However, I have a positive
view that they can be solved and
we can have a fantastic future.

Above: Dick, age 3, on the swing in the
family backyard with father, Herb.
Below: On March 24 2012, Heinz cut
its Australian workforce by 346.

“

…the mainstream
media prevents our
political leaders from
openly discussing
that there are limits
to growth.”

Just 30 cents
to save an industry

Forbidden Idea #2
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A Fair Balance
Extraordinary wealth shipped out of Australia

T
Proudly produced
in Cowra,
New South Wales
Have This In
Your Pantry – It
Could Be Worth

$500

Ruthless retail competition has forced the buying price of Aussie
beetroot to such low levels that it has resulted in the closure of the
entire Golden Circle operation – sacking over 100 workers. There is
now only one Aussie-owned beetroot processor remaining.
Do we want this to fail too, endangering food security and resulting
in even more Aussie workers and farmers losing their livelihoods?

Pictured above: Cowra beetroot
farmer, Ed Fagan and kids.
We saved the crop!

Of course not. By paying just 30 cents more, the Windsor Farm
plant at Cowra can be paid a fair and reasonable price and be able
to stay in business… and hopefully even expand. Now that will make
us feel good – well worth 30 cents I would say.

Proudly stocked by Aussie-owned Coles, Woolworths, IGA and Independents

www.dicksmithfoods.com.au

AUSSIE GROWN FOODS

DICK SMITH

W
FIGHET’RE
BACKING
!

here was a time when Australia grew and
produced most of its food. It was a nostalgic time,
before the sell-off of our prime farm land and
iconic Aussie brands.
At Dick Smith Foods we are fighting for a fair
balance of Australian and foreign ownership.
With over 80% of the products in a typical
supermarket trolley either imported or coming from
foreign-owned companies, the amount of wealth being
shipped out of Australia each year is truly extraordinary.
Sure, right now we have tremendous quantities of
minerals and coal to sell, so life is okay for many of us.
However, minerals and coal are finite and will run out
one day.
That’s why it’s in our own interest to support Aussieowned and Aussie-grown products and stop selling our
food businesses to foreign-owned companies. At Dick
Smith Foods we call this, “supporting the home team”.
It means that profits and wealth stay in Australia – that’s
just common sense.
For short-term political and economic gain, our
Governments have encouraged the sell-off of most of
our valuable companies. Now everything from Arnott’s
Biscuits to Vegemite is in foreign hands. Surely this goes
against the longer-term interests of wealth creation in
our country.

Those Americans are Smart!
When Rupert Murdoch wanted to expand his media empire in the
United States to make more money, the American Government said,
‘no way – that’s against our national interest. We’re patriotic and
only allow Americans to control influential companies’. Mr Murdoch
quickly dumped Australia and became an American.
In the meantime, the Murdoch press attacks Dick Smith Foods for
daring to link Australian ownership with patriotism.

Now in Foreign Hands
Arnott’s Biscuits
Vegemite 		
Golden Circle
Masterfoods		
Edgell
Dairy Farmers
Cottee’s Foods		
Tip Top Bread		
Bushells Tea		
Smith’s Crisps		
Sunbeam 		
Berri
Safcol		
Fosters
Aeroplane Jelly		

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Japan
UK
UK
UK
USA
China
Japan
Malaysia
UK
USA

Forbidden Idea #3

Made & Grown in

Australia

Have This In
Your Pantry – It
Could Be Worth
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Getting Smarter,
Not Bigger
Never-ending growth is impossible

$500

S

Australia. Where the best food
in the world comes from!
 Highest Quality
 ustralian Grown,
 AMade
& Owned
Made
 A= ussie
Lower Food Miles

 Ingredient Traceability
& Profits stay
 JinobsAustralia

Can you believe that Australia’s number 1 selling fruit spread comes from France!
Over 4 million jars of St Dalfour are imported into Australia every year, yet Australian
farmers are having to plough their crops back into the ground! I have flown low in the
northern hemisphere and seen the pollution.
We’re fighting back with our magnificent Australian-grown, 100% spreadable fruits.
No cane sugar added and sweetened only with Australian fruit juice. Surely it’s worth
30c more to support our farmers and have the best quality food for your family.

Proudly stocked by Aussie-owned Coles, Woolworths,
IGA and Independents

Beerenberg customers - please stick to the
brand, it’s a great Aussie family company.

AUSSIE GROWN FOODS

ince World War II, our economic
system has relied on perpetual
growth, that is, our capacity
to produce more and more goods
and services. Its success depends
on an ever-growing population that
consumes increasing amounts of
energy and resources.
It’s common sense that perpetual
growth in a finite world is impossible.
I’ve benefited from growth more than
most, but even so, this doesn’t make
me believe that it can go on forever.
I can see that as we approach
the limits of growth, social and
environmental problems will increase.
Yet the mainstream media
constantly tells us that we have only
two choices – growth or recession.
Surely there must be an alternative?
I personally believe it’s possible
to run our economic system without
constant growth in the use of
resources and energy. It’s a case of
getting smarter, not bigger. We need
a plan to develop a viable system
based on improving quality of life by
growth in efficiencies, satisfaction and
happiness, rather than population
and consumption.
Sadly, our media corporations
have become part of the problem,
rather than presenting a forum for
solutions. Most have a “grow profit
at all costs” agenda that prevents
journalists from communicating that

“

The time has
surely arrived when
mankind must accept
that perpetual growth
as a model for the
global future is simply
unsustainable and
that we must adopt
a new creed if our
descendants, fifty years
hence, are to have a
world fit to live in”.
Peter Austin, The Land Newspaper, 24/05/12

our economic system can’t grow
forever. When was the last time
you read an editorial encouraging
our political leaders to develop a
sustainable economic plan, one that
doesn’t rely on an increasing use of
resources and energy?
Without such planning, the
problems for typical Aussies could
become even worse, as big business
desperately claws for every last bit
of profit.
I believe our economy is moving
into a phase that I call, “extreme
capitalism”. The only way big

business can grow profits is by
taking over competitors or ruthlessly
beating down a supplier’s prices,
either sacking workers to reduce costs
or shifting operations overseas for
cheaper labour. In fact, it’s already
happening.
Surely this is not the Australia we
want, especially when, with proper
leadership and planning, we can
move to a stabilised system in which
wealth is more equitably shared.
Sooner or later we will need to
find an alternative to constant growth.
Now is the time to prepare for it.

Forbidden Idea #4
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Flying
the Flag

It’s OK to be proud about Aussie ownership
Dick says:
“If you haven’t tried my
Bush Foods Breakfast Cereal
you are really missing out
on a great taste experience.
My Grandkids call it
‘Grandpa’s cereal’ and
absolutely love
it as much as I do”.

Have This In
Your Pantry – It
Could Be Worth

$500

Over 6.4 million sold
Australia, thank you for supporting our Australian Bush Foods
Breakfast Cereal. So many satisfied Aussie families can’t be wrong!
With well over 6.4 million boxes sold, this one product alone
has helped create countless jobs for Australian farmers.
Proudly stocked by Aussie-owned Coles, Woolworths, IGA and Independents

E

ver since I started Dick Smith
Foods, the Murdoch press has
attacked me when I call for a
fair balance of Australian ownership
in our food industry. More than ten
years ago, Dennis Shanahan, one of
its top journalists, claimed that I was,
“feeding paranoia” and “jingoism”.
Just recently, Sydney’s The Sunday
Telegraph described my marketing
as “simplistic and ultra-nationalistic”
with a “faintly sinister overtone of
strident nationalism”. It even linked it
to the “provocations of the Cronulla
race riots”. Extraordinary stuff!
I’ve wondered why some Murdoch
journalists get so angry when I
explain how important it is to support
Aussie-owned businesses, so the
profits and jobs stay in Australia.
Could it be that they are
embarrassed by the fact that the
Murdoch press, which controls about
70 per cent of our print media, is
American-owned and each year sends
substantial profits out of Australia?
Rupert Murdoch is an amazing
businessman, but I wonder if enough
will ever be enough for him. He earns
an annual salary of more than $30
million, is personally worth many
billions of dollars, and his business
recently announced an extraordinary
profit increase of 47 per cent. Yes
47 per cent, and this is while many
working families, both in the USA and

“

… this
deception and
suppression of
open discussion
stops us from
planning for
a more stable
and sustainable
”
economic system

Australia, are struggling to make ends
meet in these tough economic times.
Murdoch journalists have even
said to me, off the record of course,
“Dick you are correct. This growth
can’t go on forever, but we wouldn’t
have much of a career here if this
was mentioned.”
And that is the problem. When
media proprietors are obsessed with
profit growth, freedom of speech and
open debate is stifled. Politicians
have told me that they wouldn’t
dare mention that perpetual growth
is unsustainable for fear of being
attacked by the Murdoch media and
others in big business.
In my view, this deception and
suppression of open discussion stops

us from planning for a more stable
and sustainable economic system.
Wouldn’t it be great if Rupert
Murdoch came back to Australia and
became our greatest philanthropist.
That would be fantastic.

Make sure you get a copy of the Ausbuy
Guide – www.ausbuy.com.au.
Available in stores that support Australia.
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Can we support
100 million?

For Proud Aussie Families
Change your allegiance for the best taste!

Endless population growth
will reduce our quality of life

I

a humanitarian intake of about 20,000, Australia’s
population would stabilise at about 27 million.
This sounds sensible to me and to most other Australians
I talk to.
While an ever increasing population is great for
billionaires as more customers ensure more profit growth,
it often means ordinary working Australians have less
coming into the kitty. The reason is simple. The wealth
of this country – coming primarily from agriculture
and mining – has to be divided between more and
more people.
Never ending population growth means that we’ll
always be playing catch-up when it comes to raising extra
taxes needed for infrastructure such as schools, hospitals,
roads and railways. With a stable population, we can
consolidate our wealth and improve existing infrastructure
and our quality of life. It just makes sense.

THE HUMAN POPULATION SPIKE
Any time we see a graph like this going vertically
we know something terrible is about to happen!

In the lifetime of one woman, Queen Elizabeth II, the
world’s population has more than tripled from about
two billion to over seven billion.
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Could Be Worth
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f Australia’s population continues to grow at its recent
record rate (driven mostly by the highest immigration
rate in the world), it will reach more than 100 million by
the end of this century and almost one billion a hundred
years later. Of course not even the greediest big business
and economic growth spruikers believe a population of
one billion is sensible in an arid country like Australia. It
follows that, between now and then, we’ll have to develop
an economic system that doesn’t rely on perpetual growth.
Personally, I am opposed to any form of population
control. Some Aussie families may choose to have six or
more kids, while others may want one, or none. That’s
their right. Australian families are sensible. Our present
population growth, accounting for births and deaths
alone, is almost zero.
If we reduced our net immigration to about 70,000
a year (still very high by world standards) including

With US food giant Heinz sacking Aussie workers and sending tomato
sauce manufacturing overseas… and with market leader, MasterFoods,
also being foreign owned and sending profits off-shore… it’s hard to find
a genuine Aussie sauce. Look no further!
Our new OzEsauce is made from magnificent Australian-grown tomatoes
(not imported paste) and is produced in Cobram, Victoria, employing
Aussie workers. Surely it’s worth 30 cents more to have the best tasting
sauce, support our farmers and know profits are staying in Australia!
If most Aussie families change their allegiance to OzEsauce it would
clearly show foreign multinationals we don’t like to see Australian
workers sacked and wealth being sent out of our country.
Proudly stocked by Aussie-owned Coles, Woolworths, IGA and Independents

Pictured above: “Endangered
Species” – Aussie tomato grower
inspecting his magnificent crop.

WE’R
FIGHTINEG
BACK!

AUSSIE GROWN FOODS
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The Changing
Face of Retail
It’s amazing that Coles and Woolworths
are still Australian Owned

I

n a recent article, the Sydney
Morning Herald stated that the
Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission (ACCC) would
consider seeking legislation to limit
the steady increase in market power
of Coles and Woolworths following
their continuing acquisition of smaller
retailers.
“A great idea” many would say.
But hold on, isn’t the ACCC a part of

a Government whose policy requires
endless economic growth? And isn’t
the only way that Coles and Woolies
can get endless growth by taking
over competitors?
That’s right. They are doing exactly
what the Government and our economic
system requires. So don’t hold your
breath for any legislation. It won’t
happen.
In my view, the problems created

by our perpetual growth agenda could
result in Australian-owned Coles and
Woolworths being taken over by foreign
entities. Eventually we’ll end up with just
two gigantic retailers across the world.
We’re already heading in that direction,

Below: The first Coles store opened at Collingwood, Melbourne, in 1914.

We attempted to place this paid
announcement in the Murdoch press but
they refused to run it unless we deleted
any mention of the Murdoch press.

Right: The Woolworths
Freemantle store opened in 1929.

AQIS (Australian Quarantine and
Inspection Services) only tests 5%
of food imports into Australia.
95% of imported food into Australia
is untested!!!￼
with the US retail giant Walmart’s
turnover more than the whole gross
domestic product of Denmark.
Driving our two retail giants’ new
ruthlessness is the arrival of Germanowned Aldi and US-owned Costco.
They are changing the face of Australian
retailing with their very low staff levels
and up to 90 per cent home brand
models. Coles and Woolworths must
match these models or go broke. We are
seeing it happening with more selfcheckouts and the loss of our freedom
of choice as Coles and Woolworths
substantially increase home brands.
I think it’s amazing that Coles,
Woolworths, IGA and the independents
are still Australian-owned, when just
about every successful company in our
food industry has been taken over by
foreign multinationals. What’s even more
amazing is they are owned by typical
Australian families through direct share
ownership, superannuation and pension
funds, meaning that the wealth they
create stays here in Australia.
Referring to companies like Coles
and Woolworths, The Economist
magazine says, “public companies
give ordinary people a chance to invest
directly in capitalism’s most important
wealth-creating machines – they have
brought transparency to business life
and opportunities to small investors.”
Let’s hope we can keep them in
Australian ownership. If they are split
up, it’s likely that the new companies will
very quickly become overseas-owned.

I love my Independent Grocer
This is my ‘Friendly Grocer’, Garry Mills, at Terrey Hills, who I have
shopped with for over twenty years. My wife and I love the personal
service and are happy to pay a little extra knowing we are supporting an
‘endangered species’, i.e. an Australian-owned small family business.
I recommend wherever possible that Aussies support independent
grocers and independent small businesses in general.

Independent grocers:
To obtain our products contact Metcash/IGA Distribution.

“

… just about every successful company
in our food industry has been taken over
”
by foreign multinationals.
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Short Sighted
land Sale

“

…we’ll need blocks
of flats 60-storeys high
– similar to those in
the big cities of China
and India.”

Let’s not sell off Australia for short-term gain

At 7 years of age, I had enough
room in our backyard for my lizard
collection – I was a “free-range” kid.

free-range kids
N

ot long ago, the Country
Women’s Association of New
South Wales (CWA) met to
discuss the sell-off of our farm land to
foreign entities. The CWA pointed out
that in the USA, many States forbid
non-resident ownership of farm land.
How sensible, I thought.
Personally, I am concerned
about foreign governments buying
our productive farms and food
companies. Recently, at Dick Smith
Foods, we were about to launch a
Young Adventurer Range of Sunbeam
sultanas – the sultanas that fortified
me during my world adventure
flights. Just as negotiations were about
to begin, we learned that Sunbeam
had been sold to Bright Food Group –
a company controlled by the Chinese
Government.
I believe we should consider the

– are better off than battery kids!
idea of a residency requirement.
If overseas people wish to buy our
farm land, or businesses, it’s better
if they come to Australia with their
families (if they bring investment

“

I commend the
Chinese Government
for its foresight…”.

capital, they earn points to immigrate)
and become part of our community.
Australia has become successful,
thanks to immigrants from all around
the world, who have started and
grown businesses here. This is very

different to foreign governments
owning our productive land.
New immigrants regularly join
community organisations like sporting
clubs and the Scouts, enrol their kids
in our schools and become part of
our fantastic democracy. This is
what we want.
I understand that I’m not permitted
to buy farm land in China. I commend
the Chinese Government for its
foresight. I believe we should do the
same here.
If you, too, are concerned about
the sell-off of our farm land, why not
sign the petition on Page 20 of this
magazine? You can send it to us with
your Cash Giveaway contest form
and we will forward it to Parliament
House. Or you can send it directly.
I encourage you to do so, as this is
a very important issue.

W

hen I was young, I was definitely a “freerange” kid. My Dad was a salesman, my Mum
a homemaker, and they were able to afford a
house with a backyard in Sydney’s northern suburbs.
They paid off our home over about 30 years.
Nowadays I’m told that the population of Sydney,
my home town, must go from 4 million to 7 million people
to keep our economic system growing. We’ll have to forget
individual houses. In fact, to house such a staggeringly
huge population we’ll need blocks of flats 60-storeys
high – similar to those in the big cities of China and India.
In effect, our kids who live in backyards (I call them
“free-range” kids) will become “battery” kids who live
like termites.
But hold on a minute! The human race descended from
small groups on the African plains, not from termites!
If we stop our ridiculous addiction to population growth,
houses will have reasonable prices and young couples will
once again be able to afford a house with a backyard to
raise free-range kids. After all, I’m told that we spend over

$50 million a year buying free-range eggs. We’re happy to
pay, knowing the chooks aren’t caged up like battery hens
– but what about our own children? Isn’t their health and
accommodation just as important?

Are they joking?
“… applying the GST to food, health and
education, increasing the participation of
women in the workplace, and extending
the retirement age to 70 have been
identified as three key measures to keep
the economy growing”
From a recent report by the Melbourne-based Grattan Institute
on how Government can maintain economic growth.
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Unbeelievable
Australian Honey

Forbidden Idea #9
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Success Brings
Responsibility
Isn’t philanthropy an obligation?

W
Have This In
Your Pantry – It
Could Be Worth

$500

Proudly produced in
Adelaide,
South Australia
”Just wanted to let you know
that I purchased a bottle of
your Magnificent Australian
Grown Honey from our local
Woolworths store… and have
to say that it is one of the
best honeys I have tasted in
a long time… I hope that
Woolies keep it on the shelf.”

Simply the best honey in the world
I have personally selected this premium honey which consists of my own secret blend of Blue
Gum, Yellow Box and Floral. Collected by family-owned apiarists in South Australia and Western
New South Wales, it is guaranteed to only come from genuine Aussie bees! Yes, it does cost a little
more to produce this high-quality honey but the magnificent taste makes it well worth it.
Proudly stocked by Aussie-owned Coles,
Woolworths, IGA and Independents

www.dicksmithfoods.com.au

AUSSIE GROWN FOODS

hen I was a kid, wealthy
business people were also
known as philanthropists
– Macpherson Robertson (the
wonderful inventor of Cherry Ripe
and Freddo Frogs), Sidney Myer of
Myer Department store fame, Edward
Hallstrom of Silent Knight Refrigerators
and Vincent Fairfax, to name a few.
It’s very different today.
Although a substantial number
of wealthy people still fulfil their
responsibility to help others through
generous donations, there seem to be
many who don’t.
While typical Australian wageand-salary earners are some of the
most generous people in the world,
our very wealthy don’t seem to be. In
the United States, wealthy Americans
devote around 15 per cent of their net
worth to philanthropy. In Australia, it’s
less than one per cent – imagine that!
It really worries me that our
wealthy have hit a new low of greed
and selfishness. At the very least, it
introduces doubts and conflicts about
our free enterprise system, generating
frustration, anger and fear. At its worst,
we get “occupy” riots and more gated
communities.
Globalisation could be at the heart
of this change. In the past, successful
business people who owned and
operated businesses here in Australia,
lived in Australia. Today, products
such as MacRobertson’s Cherry Ripe

Philanthropist Sidney Myer,
born Simcha Baerski in
Russia in 1878, founded
the Myer stores empire in
Australia.

If you would like to
be motivated by the
American Code of
Philanthropy, click
on the names of
generous Americans
on this site and read
about their giving
pledge – see
www.givingpledge.org

and Freddo Frogs are owned by the
giant company, Kraft, with its head
office in America. Its chief executive,
Irene Rosenfeld, is paid $26 million a
year and makes donations to Cornell
University and various medical causes
in the United States.
It’s a similar story with the
Murdoch empire. I understand that
Rupert’s father was a generous
philanthropist. But recently, when
the Murdoch press in Adelaide was
asked to help a young family who
had lost their mother in a terrible car
accident and were about to lose their
house because they couldn’t pay the
mortgage, the family received no
answer at all. Could it be, because
Rupert Murdoch is now living in
New York as an American citizen, his

philanthropy is directed primarily
within his new home country?
This highlights the downside of
globalisation for Australia.
Unless something is done to curb
extreme capitalism, more Australian
businesses will be bought-out, head
offices will be moved to the northern
hemisphere and philanthropic
donations from wealthy executives – if
any – will follow suit.
I was taught by my parents, who
never had much money, that with
wealth comes obligation. They called
it ‘noblesse oblige’ – the obligation of
the better-off to openly help others.
It looks to me as if some of Australia’s
millionaires and billionaires have
never learned this lesson.
What a pity.
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Dick Smith’s Background

Dick Smith Foods History

I consider I won the “lottery of life” because I happened to
I started Dick Smith Foods thirteen years ago with the
be born in Australia in 1944. I was hopeless at school and
primary intention of supporting Australian farmers and
ended up working in a factory.
Australian-owned businesses so wealth
I started my Dick Smith Electronics
created stays in Australia to benefit
business with just $610 and couldn’t
Australians. Since then we have had
believe it when I did well. This was
great support from Australians with over
mainly because I was starting business in
$380 million in turnover. We have also
Australia and I surrounded myself with
been able to give nearly $5 million to
lots of capable people. Ever since selling
various charitable concerns.
Dick Smith Electronics in 1982 (I am no
Dick Smith Foods sells products that are
longer involved with DSE), I have been
“as Australian as you can get” and is reThe first Dick Smith Electronics store was
trying to “put something back” into my
launching
with the new range of products
opened in August 1968 on Sydney’s
country because I have been so fortunate. north side.
covered in this magazine.

# Answer these simple questions to go in the draw to win $10,000 cash
Simply circle the correct answer

1.
2.
3.
4.
Name ...............................................................................................................................
Address ....................................................................................................................................................................... Post Code .............
E-mail* ............................................................................................................................ Phone* ............................................................
(*not compulsory)

Signature ...............................................................................................

Yes, Dick – please add us to your mailing list. Tick box

o

Dick Smith’s Forbidden Ideas Magazine $10,000 Cash Giveaway Terms & Conditions: The Promotion commences 12am AEST on or by Wednesday 15th August 2012 and closes 12am AEST on or by Thursday
15th November 2012. Entries will be placed in a barrel and the first entry drawn at random that has answered the 4 questions correctly will be deemed the winner. The competition will be drawn on 19/11/12.
NSW Permit Number LTPS/12/06014. Vic Pemit number 12/1833. SA Permit number T12/1417. ACT Permit number TP 12/02787.
For full terms and conditions please visit our website www.dicksmithfoods.com.au

Petition to the Australian Government
I believe Australians should be astute and follow the lead of governments in such countries as China and the
United States and restrict the sale of productive farmland and selected businesses.
If you agree, why not sign the AusBuy petition (below) or go to their website www.ausbuy.com.au and sign it.
We want an immediate moratorium on the sale of our wealth creating assets (our land and strategic businesses),
until a clear definition of “the national interest test” is established for Australia.
As concerned Australians we want to be part of the discussion which impacts our future for generations to come.
Signature .....................................................................................

)

Cut out this coupon and post to: Dick Smith Foods, Unit 3/2, Niangala Close, Belrose, NSW 2085
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Fill in your name and address on the simple questionnaire
to go in the draw for the $10,000 Cash Giveaway

Prize 1 – $20,000 Cash Giveaway
plus Bonus $500

If Dick Smith calls at your home and you have
one of his Dick Smith Foods products you will
receive $500! – but wait for it! If you have kept this
Dick Smith’s Magazine of Forbidden Ideas the money
will be doubled so you will receive $1,000! A total
of $20,000 to be given away over six months.
Dick has already visited Belrose, Brisbane,
Longreach, Hobart, Melbourne, Broken Hill,
Birdsville, Karratha and Perth and will continue all
around Australia for the next six months.
Imagine – you’re supporting Aussie farmers
and you can earn real cash!

Dick hands over $500 cash to
Jeanette Hilton of Birdsville
when she produced a jar of
Dick Smith Foods’ magnificent
Peanut Butter from the fridge.

Dick Smith Foods $20,000 Cash Giveaway Terms & Conditions:
The Promotion commences 12am AEST on or by 01 May 2012 and closes 12am AEST on
or by 30th April 2013 or once all prizes have been awarded, whichever is earlier. There
is no way to formally enter the Promotion and there is no way to register your interest in
the Promotion. Entrants will be selected on a random basis, and identified by a visit to
their home by Dick Smith. An Entrant will receive a cash prize of $500 if they are able to
demonstrate that they have a Dick Smith Foods branded product in their home.
NSW Permit Number LTPS/12/03315. A bonus $500 will be paid if the entrant also has a
copy of Dick Smith’s Magazine of Forbidden Ideas. NSW Permit Number LTPS12/06275.
For full terms and conditions please visit our website www.dicksmithfoods.com.au.

Prize 2 – $10,000 Cash Giveaway
Fill in the coupon opposite, answer the questions
and be placed in a draw for a $10,000 Cash
Giveaway. It’s as simple as that.
Note: also fill in the petition and send us the
whole page and we will submit it to the
Government for you, or you can cut out
and send your petition directly to the
Government C/- Ausbuy, PO Box 10,
Crows Nest, NSW 1585

Famous Dickhead “Matches”
available again
“We would have to be complete Dickheads
to have let most of our famous
Australian brands be taken over by
foreign companies.”
We now have a new version of
our Dickhead ‘seed stick’ matches.
Simply plant them and grow up to 5
beautiful Aussie lemon-scented tea trees.
Available for $1.50 per box.
See our website: www.dicksmithfoods.com.au
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The OzEmite Story

IMPORTANT QUOTES

L

“

From the Media

The spread they tried to stop!
ike many Australians, I was
amazed to find that Vegemite was
American owned – at the time by
Kraft and the Phillip Morris Cigarette
Company.
I decided it was time we had our
own Aussie yeast spread so I came
up with the name OzEmite and
announced the proposal on national
television. Two weeks later I learned
that Kraft had heard of my plans and
registered the name “OzEmite” in an
attempt to stop me from going ahead.
In a segment headed, “Kraft’s Dirty
Tricks” on A Current Affair, journalist
Mike Munro asked a Kraft executive,
“why go out and deceptively register
OzEmite?”. The executive responded,
“we register a number of trademarks”.
When asked by Mike Munro whether
they had registered “Yankymite”
or “Americanmite”, he received no
answer.
This was just the beginning of
our problems. Vegemite, invented by
Australian Cyril Callister in the 1920s,
was made from spent brewers’ yeast.
When I contacted the major breweries
to buy brewers’ yeast to make OzEmite,
I was quickly told they all had sales
contracts with Kraft.
Meanwhile, the German-owned
Aldi introduced a Vegemite copy they
called “Brekkymite”, which was made
in Brazil. It was obvious to me there
was no way we could compete with
such a low-wage country.
Thanks to some brilliant Australian
food technologists, we have found a
way of producing OzEmite without
using spent brewers’ yeast that in other

countries is normally used as animal
feed. We have used purpose-grown
yeast based on corn so it’s gluten-free.
Yes, the costs are higher, but quality
and taste always cost a little more.
Also, our OzEmite is not as thick as
Vegemite as it is specially formulated
to be more spreadable and less is
required to experience the taste.
Most importantly, OzEmite is, I
believe, closer to the original taste of
Vegemite that I remember as a boy
in the 1950s. It’s not widely known
that Kraft changed the taste due to a
shortage of one type of yeast but did
not tell Australians of this.
Recently we conducted a taste test.
Results showed that 70% of Aussies
thought it was “different” but liked
our OzEmite as much or more than
Vegemite. Our OzEmite does not
have an identical taste to the modern
Vegemite. If you want that taste, stick to
the American Vegemite or buy Aldi’s
Brazilian Brekkymite. We have come

up with a taste which, I believe, is more
similar to the original Vegemite and
appealing to the Australian palate.
If Dick Smith Foods gets just 20%
of the market with OzEmite we will
be delighted because OzEmite is
Australian owned and the profits
stay here.
Recently the Wall Street Journal
stated this about Kraft: “Vegemite’s
maker is struggling to recruit young
Australians to eat the thick, brown,
salty spread their parents have always
adored”.
I don’t believe it’s the taste that’s the
main problem. I believe it’s the fact that
Aussies now know that Vegemite is not
Aussie-owned and that takes away
enthusiasm for the product.

The news industry is
failing us. Owned by selfinterested corporate media
barons who put profit
above principle, today’s
news is more interested in
generating sensationalism
and controversy than in
fulfilling its historic mission
of educating the public.
And our democracies are in
danger as a result.”
Avaaz Daily

“

… we have the worst housing
affordability of any country
outside Hong Kong.”
Andrew Bolt, The Daily Telegraph, 24 May 2012

American Kraft have always tried to make
out that Vegemite is Australian. Earlier this
year they produced Vegemite with this label
to con Australians.

“

OzEmite – it’s
wonderfulllllll. We’re
delighted with OzEmite
– we are in our 70s –
it’s taken us back to
our childhood. The real
stuff! Keep up the
good work.”.
Greg & Margaret De Araugo,
Redland Bay, Qld, 4165.

“

Economic dogma is on track
to destroy the world with a
misleading ideology. Why?
Because all economics is based
on the absurd myth of perpetual
growth.”
Wall Street Journal, 12 June 2012

“

Australian mining
companies are 83 per cent
foreign-owned … in the next
five years $50 billion in profits
from Australian minerals will
be sent overseas in dividends
to foreign owners.”
Sydney Morning Herald, 29 June 2011

“

Australia recently
became a net importer of
processed food…”
The Sun-Herald, 27 May 2012

“

… one in four Australian
vegetable growers are facing
financial ruin as they fight a
losing battle against cheap
processed imports, mounting
labour costs and greater
competition from export
markets.”
The Sun-Herald, 27 May 2012

Dick Smith’s Cream Cheese Spread

No udderrbrand compares!

othe

Dick Smith’s General Store

Unlike any other food shop
My new General Store is a nostalgic journey,
rediscovering the wonderful food produced
right here in Australia. This store is unlike
any other food shop. It is simply the best
of the best in gourmet Australian food. As I
travel around Australia, I search for the most
magnificent food from small country towns
and markets. Gourmet, small batch products
that are of the highest quality and made with
love from delicious Australian ingredients.

A far superior product…
because it’s made from

Fresh Aussie Milk

instead of powdered milk

Think of it as a celebration of the finest
gourmet foods that Australia has to offer
from places like Tasmania, Kangaroo Island
and Margaret River.

Magnificent
Australian grown

Canola Oil
Perfect for cooking
l Made from Aussie-grown canola
l Cholesterol free
l Contains Omega-3 fatty acids
l

Here is just a sample of what we have in our wonderful online store.
This is not a place to do your daily shopping, it is a place for a splurge or to buy a gift.

Homestyle Jams
Beautiful jams just like Grandma used
to make. Available in Strawberry with
Vanilla, Raspberry with
Rhubarb, Blackberry with
Cinnamon, Apricot and
Blackcurrant. “Absolutely
delicious jams, the
nicest I have ever eaten
anywhere”, Dick says.

Gourmet Hampers
A mix of our most popular products.

Buy Online Now

Sampler Pack
A great gift to show you are supporting
Australian producers.

$29 95

Free Popu
l
Pu
DVD valuation
ed at $10zzle

Buy Online Now

delicious

OzEchoc
chocolate drink
Aussie kids
just love it!

The Stockman

Dick Smith’s Honeycomb

Aunty Joan’s Toffee

A truly beautiful chunkystyle steak sauce with a
smokey undertone and just
the right amount of spice.
Paired with his wholesome
partner, Saucy Red, there
are no finer sauces for your
next Aussie BBQ.

Made in WA using Dick Smith’s Magnificent
Honey and old style techniques to produce
a quality honeycomb. To top off this crispy,
melt-in-your-mouth
honeycomb it is
finally dipped in
coverture dark
chocolate.

This is Dick’s
personal favourite
product. He
discovered it
when he gave a
talk at the Royal
Adelaide Show.

Buy Online Now

Buy Online Now

Buy Online Now

Buy online at: www.dicksmithfoods.com.au/store
Or visit our shop at 3/2 Niangala Close, Belrose, NSW 2085

We’re
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hampers?

Dame Nelly Melba
Hamper
$120*
Dick Smith’s Magnificent Australian Gourmet Hampers
are not only packed full of the most beautiful Australian foods, but they also support
Australian farmers and the grass roots of Australia’s food manufacturing industry.

Buy online at www.dicksmithfoods.com.au/store

Nancy Bird Walton
Hamper
$130*

Bert Hinkler
Hamper
$135*

So the next time you are looking for the perfect gift, then look no further than one of my
gourmet hampers. Make a stand and start supporting your fellow Australians. I can guarantee it
will leave a good taste in your mouth. With products sourced from all over Australia you will be
doing your part to help ensure the future viability of Australian food production.
Hampers are priced from $85*
Custom designed hampers also available for large corporate orders.
* Prices exclude delivery
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Thanks Mums, Dads and Kids of Australia
for supporting Dick Smith’s Aussie Foods
Every time you buy one of our products, you are not only helping Aussie farmers
and businesses to create jobs for other Australians, but you are also helping our
economy – so we all benefit.

WE
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